15.2 Applicant Release Notes

- Production Deployment Date: June 18-20, 2016
- Training Deployment Date: June 20-22, 2016

Summary

- Applicant Enhancements
- Summary of User Impacts

Forecast Enhancements

- Enhanced Search Grants/View Grant Opportunity to include Forecasts
  - Added ability to search using prior Opportunity Number
  - Added Agency Code to Agency facet
  - Enhanced Search Result Export to include additional data
- Enhanced Home Page to include Forecasts
- Following enhanced to include Forecast data:
  - Subscriptions and notifications
  - RSS Feed
  - XML Extract

Enhanced Applicant Center
Replacement of grids with content to enhance performance.

Summary of User Impacts

Effective Date: June 30, 2017

Grantors, Applicants, Grantor S2S, Applicant S2S - Enhanced XML Extract

Include Forecast available June 18, 2016. Old and new formats available until June 30, 2017. Users of XML Extract should transition to using the new format.